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Roman Shades
Decorate your windows with a tailored, textured look
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0510 Ballina Front, Top Down/Bottom Up

3065

Combine to your heart’s content
with Luxaflex ® Roman Shades
With an extensive collection of exclusive fabrics and eight different models of Luxaflex® Roman Shades
you can combine to your heart’s content. You can also choose from numerous Finishing Options in order
to give a personal touch to your Roman Shade. A flounce is standard for all models to protect against the
effect of UV-radiation on the fabric.
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Models in style
The Roman Shades collection comes in no less than eight models - ranging from a streamlined
to a romantic look.
Rods give your Roman Shades a streamlined and modern appearance. Ballina Front has rods on
the side facing the room, so that there is no break in the pattern of the material. Ballina Back has
round rods on the side facing the window. The Linea model incorporates wide flat rods made of
aluminium. In the Segmenta model the rods are pulled up and over so that the raised shade
is thinner. This is ideal for bay windows and high windows.
For a Romantic look there are models without rods. Visia has an invisible raising mechanism and
Bandino has a raising band which is stitched to the side facing the window.
Then there are also two Top Down/Bottom Up variants. With these models you can operate the
top and the bottom independently of each other. This allows you to adjust the extent to which
people can look in as well as how much light to let in. It can be operated with a cord or a hand
grip and if necessary a long rod.
In the (deluxe) Lining model the Roman Shades are lined at the back. This is available in Bandino,
Linea, Segmenta and Top Down/Bottom Up and is guaranteed to give a feel of luxury.
Visit our informative website www.luxaflex.co.uk for further information. There you can also find
your nearest Luxaflex® dealer who will provide professional advice and has extensive information
about all the possibilities.

3065 Visia

2717 Segmenta
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4831 / Contrasting piping 4835

Finishing Options
Countless options for decorative finishing will give your Roman Shade an exclusive and individual character.
Why not finish the rod sleeves with cord piping in a contrasting or in a perfectly matching colour.
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2748 / Rings 0549

Rings can be applied to the flounce in unlined ballina and linea models. As an extra decoration a tape
can be woven through the rings. Another variant is a border around the edge of a Roman Shade in the same
quality of material but, for example, in a contrasting colour. A flounce can also be adapted in this way
according to your wishes. In order to emphasise the horizontal display of lines in a Ballina Back. Why not
add cord piping in either a matching or contrasting colour? The possibilities are endless. Your Luxaflex®
dealer would be delighted to assist you in selecting the most beautiful combinations.
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Fabrics galore
There are more than 200 fabrics in the Luxaflex® Roman Shades collection. The range of choice is
unprecedented, especially when combined with the Finishing Options. Finishing is perfect to the
finest detail.

Naturals
Subtle fabrics with a structure, inspired by natrue. The colours in various earthy hues give an
attractive and warm appearance which is ideal for many interiors. The texture has many variants
and the weave almost invites being touched. Available in various transparencies.

Sheers
Transparent fabrics, in uni colours or with a refined stripe. In this way you decide to what extent
one can see in and how much light enters the room. In this way your room can be given a very
attractive ambiance.

2708 Ballina Front
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Stripes
Striped fabrics are timeless and are suitable for both classical and modern interiors. There are a
variety of stripe widths to suit every taste. You can also choose from a range of magnificent patterns a very inspiring collection.

Design
Exclusive fabrics of superior quality with magnificent patterns. The designs can be subtle but can
also be distinctly visible from jacquard to embroidery. Any of them will add considerable decorative
value to your interior.

Basics
Back to simplicity. A broad collection of fabrics in uni colours with varying transparency. The weaves
range from a distinct to a more subdued texture. It is precisely this uncomplicated character that can
form a good basis for a stylish interior. Let colour brighten your life!
You dealer will gladly provide information about various fabric characteristics to help you make
a suitable choice.

3132 Ballina Back
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Choose Luxaflex® Window Styling for a unique quality product with a five-year guarantee.
Luxaflex® Window Styling offer a wide range of attractive window coverings with an extensive
choice of materials, colours, designs, finishes and control options. Your dealer will ensure that
your Luxaflex® products are tailor-made to your requirements, and that they are delivered to your
home quickly and reliably.

Designed by Luxaflex . Inspired by you.
®

Facette ® Shades

Roller Blinds

Soft fabrics for subtle light control

Express your style with an individual touch

Panel Blinds

Venetian Blinds

Modern design with creative possibilities

Create light control and privacy with this design classic

Silhouette ® Shades

Plissé Shades

Gentle translucency for an endless variety of moods

Uniquely decorative, with a shape that suits your style

Wood Blinds

Japanese Design Collection

Nature’s warmth and beauty, in your home

Create your own minimalist environment

Duette ® Shades

Awnings

Filtering light and insulating your home all year round

Bring comfort and individuality outdoors

Vertical Blinds

Interior Shutters

Elegant simplicity for larger windows

Timeless Style

Worth & Co Blinds Ltd
Tel: 01702 467581
e-mail: info@worthblinds.com
www.worthblinds.com

for more information: www.luxaflex.com
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